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Abstract 
There are a growing number of U.S. military soldiers medically discharged due to 
injuries sustained while on active duty. A number of these injuries result in limb 
amputation. The purpose of this scholarly project was to develop an evidence-based 
resource guide for a population of soldiers returning from war having an amputation and 
utilizing a prosthetic. 
An extensive literature review was conducted in order to develop the occupational 
therapy role for this population. Three main areas of concern were identified: 1) a lack of 
information related to prosthetic use during instrumental activities of daily living, 2) 
limited information regarding reintegration back into work roles, and 3) minimal 
resources available regarding the process of returning to active duty following injury and 
prosthetic rehabilitation. 
This evidence-based and user-friendly guide was designed for occupational 
therapists to be given to clients fitting the target population criteria. The aim of this guide 
is to provide further information on prosthetic usage in instrumental activities of daily 
living and qirection for successful reintegration into work and life roles. It should be 
used as an adjunctive resource to supplement existing resources, and should be viewed 
collaboratively with the soldier when preparing to re-integrate into the community. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There are a growing number ofD.S. soldiers returning home following injuries 
sustained while on active duty. Among the injUlies incUlTed, limb amputations are 
becoming increasingly more common. Soldiers have the choice to utilize prosthetics 
following amputation in order to increase functional independence. With the emerging 
need for prosthetics amongst this population there is also an increasing need for 
rehabilitative services in all areas of life. With the CUlTent Global War on TelTorism, there 
is a significant need for available rehabilitation resources and support for this targeted 
popUlation. 
Occupational therapy (OT) plays a unique and integral role in the rehabilitation 
process for the injured soldier. In the all11Y, OTs have a high level of responsibility within 
the healthcare discipline. In addition to the traditional therapist role, OTs are considered 
Physician Extenders with duties such as screening and evaluation, diagnosis of injuries, 
ordering radiographic evaluations, and prescribing temporary medications (Carl R. 
Damall All11Y Medical Center, 2002). 
The purpose of this scholarly project is to develop an evidence-based guide for a 
population consisting of soldiers retuming from war that have sustained an amputation 
and are utilizing a prosthetic. The guide is written for the soldier, but is intended as a 
rehabilitation tool to be used in discussions with an occupational therapist. The chosen 
frame of reference used to guide the content was the Model of I-Iuman Occupation 
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(MOHO) (Kielhofner, 2003). The relevancy of this model to the project and its entirety 
involves the three MOHO elements (i.e., volition, habituation, and perfonnance capacity) 
and their close connection to the desired outcomes of the intended product. To illustrate, 
MOHO focuses primarily on personal motivation, daily routines, life roles and 
surrounding environments, and therefore, the resulting effects on retu111ing soldiers' 
ability to engage in various occupations. Con-espondingly, retu111ing soldiers are faced 
with a large amount of disruption in their lives; therefore, effective rehabilitation must 
emphasize the person, their environments, and the occupations in which they choose to 
engage. In addition, an advantage of this model is its ability to be implemented into 
community-based settings which is of particular value to the long-tenn rehabilitation of 
retu111ing soldiers. The versatility of MOHO is advantageous to the components of the 
end product. 
In conclusion, the described project will aim to provide relevant infonnation to 
supplement current resources for a population consisting of soldiers utilizing prosthetics. 
The following chapters will describe in detail the findings identified within the literature 
review, methodology used, and the end product. The infonnation will be presented in a 
logical fonnat consistent with the succession of the topics of emphasis . 
Telminology 
The following is the primary tenninology the reader will encounter throughout 
this document. These tenns were compiled out of the following texts and articles: 
Casualties of War: Military Care for the Woundedfrom Iraq and Afghanistan, 
Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process, and Mayo Clinic: 
Rehabilitation after Upper-Extremity Amputation. 
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Activities of daily living (ADLs) - Activities that focus on taking care of oneself. 
Adaptive Equipment - Any equipment or device used to modify individual's 
perfonnance in various occupations and promote independence. 
Assistive Technology - Any device, service, strategy, and practice that compensates for 
the loss of function to increase independence. 
Instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) - Activities that focus on interactions with 
the environment that are more complex in nature (i .e. meal preparation, paying 
bills) 
Improvised Explosive Device (lED) - Common name for landmines or suicide bombs. 
Ergonomics - Adapting the environment and task to the worker 
Forward Surgical Teams - Faster moving military units used to push surgical teams 
closer to battle and move directly behind troops. 
Global Wa~ on Ten"or - U.S . military official name for military eff0l1s against ten-or. 
Phantom Pain - Pain experienced in a limb that no longer exists following an amputation 
Phantom Sensation - Feeling and sensation present in an amputated extremity 
Prosthetic - The actual artificial limb used to replace a previously amputated limb. 
Commonly made oflayers of plastic of metal tube covered with soft rubber foam. 
Prosthetist - The person who makes your prosthetic. 
Military Combat Support Hospitals - A mobile military tent hospital used to treat 
wounded soldiers . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Amputation and prosthetic utilization is a broad topic. Therefore, boundaries 
related to a target population and key concepts were established for this review of 
literature. This literature review focuses primarily on prosthetics utilized by returning 
soldiers, amputation following battlefield injuries, post-war rehabilitation, psychosocial 
components affecting retuming injured soldiers, and occupational therapy services in 
conjunction with these topics. A thorough search cOlTelated with previously established 
boundaries provided infonnation presented in the following literature review. 
Early Post-War Amputations 
Early post-war amputations date back as far as the I 800s (Figg & FalTell-Beck, 
1993). According to the literature, the general focus was primarily on the potential need 
for amputation and other areas sUlTotmding this topic. An ariicle by Helling and 
McNabney (2000) focused on the methods of amputation utilized in previous wars . The 
amputation procedure was rarely done, and was primarily saved for severely infected 
extremities. If extremities were not amputated, it was likely that the rehabilitation 
process was poor. 
. In relation to battlefield wounds versus civilian wounds, it was noted that 
battlefield wounds were more complex and typically infected. Therefore, these wounds 
required quick, radical treatments. During this time, new dilemmas surfaced involving the 
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decision of whether or not to amputate. Supporters argued that amputations should be 
done immediately in order to increase comfort for the soldiers during transportation to 
hospitals. However, others felt it necessary to wait until after the first inflammation had 
subsided. Thus allowing additional time for the de-conditioned soldiers to recuperate and 
strengthen following injury. 
Additional studies involving early war amputations specifically date back to the 
Civil War through the Vietnam era. An article by Dougheliy (1993) focused on 
amputations perfol1ned throughout this era in regards to the indications for amputation, 
the techniques used when performing amputation and the care following operation for 
casualties experienced in the battlefield. As a result of the experiences occUlTing through 
World War I and II and into the Vietnam War, the amputation guidelines evolved. 
However, treatment did not advance as quickly as the changes occulTed . Rehabilitation 
included fitting for prosthetics, involving both upper and lower extremity amputations. 
Discharge criteria consisted of p el1n anent prosthetic fitting, and demonstration of the 
ability to complete basic activities of daily living (BADLs). Dougheliy reported that there 
was little known about appropriate amputation techniques and rehabilitation treatments. 
Also, a lack of experienced personnel in the rehabilitation process as well as availability 
of temporary prosthetics was acknowledged . In addition to the physical aspects or 
amputations, other facets involving social aspects addressed in the following paragraph 
were considered. 
Focusing on physical and social aspects of societal re-entry in early post-war 
amputations, qualitative research performed by Figg and Fanell-Beck (1993) described 
life experiences of individuals who underwent amputation. They reported life experiences 
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from the onset of injury through the time of discharge as well as the transition back into 
everyday life. Specific topics discussed included: weapons used, location of amputation , 
survival rate, and return to active duty. The main cause of battle wounds specifically 
requiring amputation occUlTed from expansive bullets, also known as minic balls. 
C01Tespondingly, prosthetics became more prevalent with the increased number of 
amputations . Figg and Fan-ell-Beck indicated that prosthetic limbs gave veterans the 
0pp01iunity to conceal their absent limb, and pennitted them to retum to daily life. 
Although prosthetics allowed for a retum to previous life activities, they were the source 
of additional problems. These included poor fit, inability to wear the prosthetic, weight, 
noise, appearance, cost, availability, damage to clothing, and pain. The additional 
problems described are also reiterated in a study by Shennan (1999), rep01iing that at 
least 25 percent of United States (U .S.) veterans are affected by ill-fitting prosthetics . 
Post-Operative Amputation ,Management 
An article published by Smith, McFarland, Sangeorzan, Reiber, and Czemiecki 
(2004) focused on individuals who had undergone transtibial amputations (TTAs) , 
Specific measures of medical concern included the efficacy, safety, and clinical outcomes 
of various postoperative dressing techniques . Among the dressing types discussed were 
soft dressings, thigh level rigid dressings with no immediate prosthesis, thigh level rigid 
dressings with an,immediate post-operative prosthetic (IPOP), Shmi removable rigid 
dressings, and prefabricated pneumatic prostheses. Through review by Smith et a!. , it 
was established that cunently there is no existing consensus on the ideal postoperati ve 
management strategy for those involved. However, Smith et a!. provided a detailed 
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descliption regarding the various types ofTTA dressings and management strategies that 
are used when treating amputations. 
Amputations at the transfemorallevel pose related medical and rehabilitative 
concems. A long-tenn follow-up study conducted by Dougherty (2003) evaluated the ' 
outcome of persons with amputations at transfemorallevels treated at a U.S. Army 
General Hospital during the Vietnam War. The outcomes of this study indicated that 
there are patiicipants who use and choose not to use prosthetics; as well as reported use 
of psychological services post-trauma. Psychological services were provided for reasons 
such as substance abuse and matital problems. This atiic1e highlights demographics that 
may be common to those who have served in the military and experienced a traumatic 
amputation. 
Post-operative management involves high-risk techniques and treatment involving 
soldiers already weakened following injury. Therefore, mOliality is taken into 
consideration upon treating soldiers with amputations. A 30-day study conducted by 
Feinglass et al. (2001) was completed to examine post-operative mOliality, consequential 
morbidity, and survival rate of soldiers with above or blow-knee amputations. The study 
consisted of 4061 older male veterans who underwent amputations between 1991 and 
1995 at Department of Veteran Affairs (DV A) hospitals. Mortality rates were reported to 
be low for above- and below-knee operations. Results indicated risk factors most 
prevalent to increased mortality were smoking and previous lower-extremity amputations . 
This study provides insight into the causes of morbidity as well as knowledge that the 
majority of soldiers do survive combat-related amputations, therefore requiring 
rehabilitative services. 
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Pain and Sensation 
Individuals who have undergone amputation are largely affected by pain and 
sensation issues such as phantom limb pain and sensation, which could lead to future 
dilemmas. Wartan, Hamann, Wedley, and McColl (1997) conducted a study to determine 
whether these issues were related through establishing the anatomical location where 
amputees experienced pain and sensation. A mail-delivered questionnaire was sent aLIt to 
randomly selected veterans, the items included: patient characteristics and amputation 
history, pain sensitivity and attitude towards the use of medical treatment for pain not 
related to amputation, stump pain, phantom sensation, and strategies to alleviate phantom 
pain. The participants experienced variations in the duration, frequency, and pain at its 
worst intensity in regards to phantom pain treatment. The main predictors of phantom 
pain and stump pain included stump problems, followed by ill health and clumsiness 
especially within upper extremity amputations. Overall, at least half ofthe pmiicipants in 
the study experienced either phantom and/or stump pain following amputation. 
Also related to pain occun-ing following amputation, LacoLlx, Crombie, and 
Macrae (2002) studied whether stump pain, phantom pain and phantom sensation were 
present among soldiers. Structured interviews focused on the following questions: 
demographics, details of injury, stump pain, phantom sensation, phantom pain, 
examination of limb, rehabilitation, mood and future plans. Although this study was cut 
short due to the safety of the participants, it identified common experiences related to 
their amputation. In regards to common experiences, those included experiencing Slump 
pain, phantom sensation, sensitive areas and whether these were intennittently 
experienced or not. Dudkiewicz, Gabrielov, Seiv-Ner, Zelig, and Heim (2004) also 
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conducted a study of participants who suffered from phantom pain. They found that it is 
apparent that sensation and limb pain are extremely relevant topics to consider when 
providing rehabilitation services to soldiers post-amputation, as evidenced by articles 
cited above. 
Care for the Wounded of the Global War on Terrorism 
CUlTently, Occupational Therapists are pari of the medical team that will serve the 
vast number of wounded soldiers returning from the Global War on TelTorism (GWOT). 
In his article regarding present military care provided to soldiers, Gawande (2004) 
repolied that today's military surgical strategies aim for damage control versus definitive 
repair due to time constraints and level of injuries. This may influence rehabilitation 
protocols such as duration and frequency of treatment, as well as extensive services 
needed. The average time from battlefield to U.S. is 4 days or less; therefore, several 
significant factors will be relevant to treatment. These factors include change in physical 
appearance, psychological aspects, and transition from war to civilian life. Since there 
has been an increase in the number of blast injuries from suicide bombs, also known as 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and land mines, rehabilitation facilities arc 
witnessing more complex and unfamiliar injuries than ever before. 
The multifaceted injuries occurring in the GWOT consequentially result in the 
need for increased immediate care. Medical care as discussed in an article by Peake 
(2005) described the military combat support hospitals and forward surgical teams in Iraq 
in comparison to typical emergency and operating rooms in the U.S. The usc of body 
annor increases survival of soldiers with upper body wounds. This, however, is at the 
expense of severe injuries to proximal upper extremities, typically, an increased number 
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of upper extremity amputations. The injuries are, therefore, becoming more complex. 
This results in the need for increased services at the time of the initial injury. The abovc 
infoll11ation reinforces the differences between the acute-care provided on the battlefield 
which is not as thorough or cosmetic versus traditional surgical care which is. Another 
factor to consider when predicting successful rehabilitation involves reconstructive 
procedures following amputation. 
Prosthetic Utilization 
A number of soldiers, following amputation, are choosing to utilize prosthetics to 
improve functionality in their lives. A pilot survey conducted by Shennan (1999) focused 
on soldiers who had received traumatic amputations over the preceding 10 years. It 
examined the experiences of individuals in the military who had incurred traumatic 
amputations while on active duty or shortly after leaving the military. The veterans in the 
study, overall, had difficulty using their prosthetic adequately due to poor fit. This is 
evident through suppoliing statistics: all patiicipants' experienced significant problems 
using their prosthetic for work, 29 repOlied problems were due to fit and attachment 
method, and 10 did not use their prostheses regularly usually because it was too painful. 
Cunently, fUliher research needs to be conducted regarding necessary improvements for 
prosthetic attachment methods. 
An additional study concell1ing inadequate prosthetic usage was conducted by 
Bhaskaranand, Bhat, and Acharya (2003) . The study aimed at evaluating the success of 
the rehabilitation process conceming individuals with traumatic upper extremity 
amputations fitted with body-powered prostheses. A hand surgeon, qualified prosthetist, 
and occupational therapist were involved in the rehabilitation process following fitting oj' 
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prosthetics. After participants were grouped into categories related to level of upper 
extremity amputation i.e., shoulder disarticulation, above-elbow amputation, and below-
elbow amputation; they completed a questionnaire. Of significance was the finding that 
mechanical failure and financial constraints were the top reasons for inadequate 
prosthetic usage, followed by pain, poor fit, and cosmetic appearance. 
Cosmetic appearance and various social meanings sun-ound the use 0 f arti Ii ei al 
limbs. MUlTay's (2005) study described the experience of what it means to use a 
prosthetic limb by prosthesis users themselves. Through semi-structured interviews and 
intemet discussion groups, it was concluded that competent appearance is incredibly 
imp0l1ant for individuals with disabilities. Further, friends and family may have 
increased difficulty dealing with limb absence than the individual. A higher degree of 
social isolation was noted when individuals experienced negative responses of others 
regarding the absent limb and prosthetic. As a result of the negative experiences, 
depression often increased as the level of activity and satisfaction with social contacts 
decreased. Also related to the psychosocial adjustment period following amputation, Figg 
and Fan-ell-Beck's (1993) article targeted retuming soldiers who had undergone 
amputation. They identified that soldiers were apprehensive concerning their signi fieant 
others' responses when faced with their sustained wounds. 
In addition to psychological aspects related to prosthetic usage, research also 
addresses physical components. An interviewer-administered questionnaire by 
Gunawardena, Seneviratne, and Athauda (2004) collected infonnation focusing on 
linilaterallower limb amputations with soldiers' prosthetic use and relevant factors. The 
study included 461 unilateral lower limb amputee soldiers from both Anuradhapura and 
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Kurunegala of Sri Lanka. It was indicated that landmines were the most common cause 
of injury. Several predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors were identified for 
potential implementation to improve prosthetic use. Predisposing factors included: 
demographic characteristics, physical health status, prosthetic training, and motivation. 
Factors that were enabling included the ability to put on the prosthesis, locomotor 
abilities with prosthesis, and physical environment. The reinforcing factors consisted of 
satisfaction with the prosthesis, problems related to prosthetic use, social environment, 
social interaction, and maintenance of physical status. Overall, in order to improve future 
use of prosthetics, the factors listed above should be considered. 
In order to identify which factors leading to improved r'unctionality, a study by 
Dudkiewizs, Gabrielov, Seiv-Ner, Zelig, and Heim (2004) investigated possible 
predictors that guide successful rehabilitation of persons with upper-limb (U/E) 
amputation using prosthetics. This was accomplished by extensive review of medical 
records from 42 eligible patients with U/E amputations. It was identified that individuals 
with U/E amputations most often prefer cosmetic prosthetics over functional, most likcly 
due to their subtle appearance i.e. less robotic-like. Additional detelTents for prosthetic 
use repOlied were shlmp hyper hydrosis, stump wanning, prosthetic weight, and poor 
functioning prosthetics. Regarding successful rehabilitation predictors, it is unknown 
which specific factors will lead to successful prosthetic utilization. Therefore, a 
combination of several parameters must be utilized to provide optimal rehabilitative 
services to individuals with U/E amputations. 
Managing reconstructive procedures and the use of prosthetics with upper limb 
amputation have important considerations in selecting the best possible outcome, as 
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identified by Beasley and de Bese (1986). Considerations include primary wound 
healing, conserving the usable parts, preserving the length, role of sensibility for 
manipulating small objects, the goal of reconstruction, and reconstruction vcrsus 
prosthesis . In order to perfornl reconstruction, specific criteria must be met for the 
outcome to be superior to amputation. One major criteria that is considered involves 
making sure the result of reconstruction is socially acceptable. Social acceptance has 
been previously emphasized by Figg and FaITell-Beck (1993). There remains an absence 
of infonnation related to returning soldiers and the commonly used treatments following 
amputation and/or reconstructive methods; including the outcomes. 
Rehabilitation and Return to Active Duty 
One outcome of successful rehabilitative services may be the return to active duty. 
A study by Dillingham, Bravennan, and Belandres identified the deficits that impair 
functioning and the need for rehabilitation of soldiers who underwent amputations during 
the Persian Gulf War. This particular study compared soldiers with amputations during 
the Persian Gulf War at Waiter Reed Anny Medical Center with those involved in 
previous wars . Results indicated that 79 percent of the soldiers' injuries OCCUlTed during 
battle. In addition, the same percentage of amputees sustained at least one peripheral 
nerve injury. Training in activities of daily living (ADLs) and ambulation required 
rehabilitation strategies to be modified due to the coexisting injuries i.e., vascular 
disruptions, fractures, nerve injuries. Injuries can potentially impair function and require 
the need for modification of rehabilitative services as they peliain to each individual case. 
Modifications necessary will direct the rehabilitation process, as well as assist soldiers to 
meet personal goals. 
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Goals most likely vary within the target population; however, one goal may be to 
return to active duty following rehabilitation measures post-amputation. Pasquina and 
Fitzpatrick (2006) described that WRAMC cUlTently serves returning soldiers, with a 
majority of them having sustained amputations. Therefore, ample opportunity is 
available to perfonn outcome measures in order to increase knowledge related to this 
population. As Pasquina and Fitzpatrick point out, CUlTent outcome measures consist of 
military specific, surgical, medical, rehabilitative, and military specific rehabilitation . 
Although several are available, there remains a lack of outcome measures focusing on 
how the environment and activities influence motivation and higher level activities as 
well as tasks unique to military personnel. As medical techniques and treatment coupled 
with improved body annor and evacuation techniques continue to advance, soldiers are 
surviving wounds they would unlikely have survived in earlier military conflicts . As a 
result, multi-disciplinary teams need to be prepared to be a part of these medical 
advancements and have the skills to provide rehabilitation services to soldiers suffering 
such extensive injUlies. CUlTent outcome measures, such as those used at WRAMC, are a 
necessity to ensure competency in providing rehabilitation services. 
As stated previously, retUl11 to active duty is a potential reality for some soldiers . 
Kishbaugh, Sinnott, Dillingham, Belandres, and Howard (1995) dete1l11ined the 
percentage of retu1l1ing active-duty soldiers following an amputation. The levels of 
amputation were combined into seven categories including multiple amputations, above 
elbow, below elbow, hand, above knee, below knee, and foot. The results indicated that 
hand and/or finger amputations made up a majority of those who were able to retU1l1 to 
active duty followed by foot and/or toe and below-knee amputees. Also, a con-elation 
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between age and rank of those retuming to active duty was noted ; however, few soldiers 
actually retumed to active duty. According to Kishbaugh et a!. (1995), possible reasons 
for limited retum to active duty included; motivation, soldiers' ability to perfonn duties , 
. command support, absence of skills, and policies and needs of the Anny. The authors did 
not describe potentially useful rehabilitation treatments for those hoping to retum to 
active duty. However, it is important for rehabilitation personnel, such as occupational 
therapists, to provide peliinent infonnation to injured soldiers relating to the practicality 
of retuming to active duty. 
Conclusion 
The infonnation presented provides a foundational knowledge base concerning 
amputation, prosthetic use, rehabilitation, and retuming soldiers of war. The CUlTent 
Global War on Terrorism illustrates the necessity for specific treatment measures and 
references materials as the number of complex amputations continue to grow. Therefore, 
a further need for higher level rehabilitation methods should be developed and 
implemented. 
Future occupational therapy (OT) resources should focus on areas including 
instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs), work, and returning to active duty . These 
should supplement literature currently ii1 existence related to activities of daily living 
(ADLs), psychological components, prosthetic management, and stump care. Previous 
literature provides evidence for the proposed product, as it highlights the complication 
injuries commonly seen following war, specifically amputations. The product to follow in 
Chapter IV emphasizes the areas identified above in relation to future OT resources. The 
following chapters will address the methodology utilized to !,'Uide the intended product. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The product desclibed in Chapter IV is a resource guide intended for retuming 
soldiers with amputations utilizing prosthetics, provided by and in collaboration with 
occupational therapists (OT) . The intended product was developed following an 
extensive review of literature. In order to conduct the review of literature, multiple search 
engines were used. These included PubMed, CINAHL, and OT Search. 
The literature review focused on identifying occupational therapy's role within 
the military, the rehabilitative process following amputation, CUlTent resources available, 
prosthetic utilization, and injuries resulting in amputation while on active duty. Findings 
from the review identified existing infonnation regarding activities of daily living 
(ADLs), psychological issues, and prosthetic management and maintenance. It was 
detennined that there was insufficient infom1ation regarding instrumental activities of 
daily living (IADLs), work, and retum to active duty within the realm of OT. 
Upon completion of the literature review, OT theoretical models were reviewed to 
detennine the most appropriate model for the intended product and the target population. 
Through this process, it was concluded that the Model of Human Occupation (Kiclhofncr. 
2003) was the most suitable due its the three key concepts . These include volition. 
habituation, and performance capacity. While other models could also facilitate the 
development of this product, MOHO specifically addresses individual habits, roles 
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and routines within one's environment even during life's interferences. Injured military 
personnel are faced with the transition period from soldier to civilian; therefore, the key 
concepts mentioned are important in facilitating successful rehabilitation and 
reintegration into life roles. After selecting the theoretical model, fOl1mliation ofthe 
product and its contents began. 
The following product is sequentially organized to focus suggestions to enhance 
areas of a soldier's IADLs, work, and retum to active duty. Relevant resources are 
included throughout the product for use by soldiers, families, and caregivers. In addition, 
steps were taken to ensure readability in order to address a broad audience. Photos of 
adaptive equipment devices are included and described . It is anticipated that OTs in 
collaboration with the individual utilizing a prosthetic will identify the equipment most 
appropriate and feasible for their situation and needs. 
The IADL pOliion consists of communication device use, community mobility, 
health management and maintenance. Communication device use is broken down with an 
emphasis on suggested techniques and equipment related to computers, telephones, and 
writing. Following IADLs, work is addressed by inclusion of ergonomic principles and 
vocational rehabilitation. Adaptive equipment is incorporated into the ergonomic section. 
The vocational rehabilitation section describes the role of a vocational rehabilitation 
counselor and services provided. Lastly, the process ofretuming to active duty is 
delineated. This section highlights relevant measures required by the U.S. military in 
order to remain eligible for active duty. A valiety of credible military resources are cited 
to help direct inquiring soldiers to integrate the necessity of understanding legal issues . 
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In creating this product, a multitude of relevant amputation and military 
organization websites as well as published research and literature was used. The resulting 
infonnation was incorporated within the scholarly project product with relevance for the 
target population needs and project purpose. The entirety of the product is highlighted in 
the following Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRODUCTS/RESUL TS 
This chapter is written for retuming soldiers in relation to their work, instrumental 
activities of daily living (IADLS), retum to active duty, and how their occupational 
perfOlmance affects these areas. The product will be presented in the [01111 of a resource 
guide intended for soldiers provided by and within a therapeutic partnership with 
occupational therapists (OTs) . The guide, Life after War. was designed to focus on the 
areas mentioned above because of the cun-ent lack of resources available on these areas 
for soldiers with prosthetics. 
The OT Practice Framework (AOT A, 2002) was utilized as the foundation for 
development of the guide. Areas of occupation were chosen based on gaps identified in 
an extensive review of literature related to retuming soldiers and prosthetics . The guide 
was fonnulated to be an adjunctive resource to the relevant resources cUlTently in 
existence. It can also be used as an education-related resource for family members as well 
as assisting OTs in identifying potential areas of concem for the soldier. 
Guiding the development of the resource guide, the Model of Human Occupation 
(Kielhofner, 2003) was incorporated. The application of MOHO is relevant to 
occupational therapy when providing services to specific populations, in this 
circumstance, soldiers utilizing prosthetics. MOHO's volition, habituation, perfonllance 
capacity, and the environment are influential factors sun-ounding the unique role of the 
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soldier. MOHO recognizes the imperativeness of the inclusion of these factors in the 
treatment process. 
Lfie after War is sequentially organized according to IADLs, work, and return to 
active duty. It is presented in a concise, easy-to-read fonnat targeting soldiers utilizing 
prosthetics following amputation, their families, and caregivers. It is intended to assist 
OTs working in U.S. military hospitals, Veteran's Affairs (VA) hospitals, or other 
community settings to extend services for soldiers into the work and community realms. 
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Life After Welr 
http://www.qmpufee-coqItHon.of'g 
Moniq Lemoine, MOTS, Anc\t'eq Longtin, MOTS, qnq )qn Stube, ph.D., OTR/L 
Mqy2007 
I ntrod uction 
Currently, there Clre numerouS resources relCited to prosthetic use directed 
towClrds the generCiI populCition who hClve Cln ClmputCition Clnd prosthetic. AdditionCiI 
resoul'ce informCition l'egCll'ding existing I'esources thClt Clddress Clctivities of dClily living 
(ADLs), psychologicCiI Clspects, prosthetic mClnClgement Clnd mCiintenCince, Clnd stump 
cCire is provided on pClge. This guidewCls developed fm returning soldiel's using 
prosthetics Clnd theil' fctmilies/cCll'egivel'5. It will sel'Ve CIS CI I'esource to Clnswel' qu 
f\ 
~'bqut youI' heCilth, communicCition, ti'ClnspmtCltion, wOl'k, Clnd returning to Clcti 
~~'~';. 
~~tY. To obtClin youI' highest level of sCitisfctction in life, it is necessCiry to d 
~~(: .. ' .. 
/:" \p '. , ~~:),!cem5 m issues Clbout youI' iniury with the ti'eCitment teCim . The teCim 
~"~'i~~~ I,. • . 
9~):'9Ut:d~ctol', OccupCltionCiI Thel'Clpist (OT), physicCiI Thel'Clpist ( 
}~" ':;, .~~ ',,~' \ ". '. 
~. h";, .... ~ . 
~o~CltionCiI RehqbilitCition speciCilist, Counselm, Psychologist, invo , . 
• ~ , ..... l. 
Instrument'll Activities of D'lily Living (IADLs) 
CommunicGltion Device Use: 
Communiqtion devices used throughout the d<lY c<ln h<lve <ldv<lnt<lges to help qssist 
current Glbilities when using Gl prosthetic. Here Clre some CldClptive 
equipment/modiFicGltion suggestions thClt your therqpist or employer mGly 
recommend . The pictures within this section (jre used with permission (rom 
www.enGlblemGlrt.com. 
Computer: 
• AltemGltive keyboGlrds 
• One-hGlnded keyboqrds 
• LGlrge-key keyboGlrds 
• TrGlckbGllIs - Cl IGlrge bGlIl used to control curser movements 
• HeGld pointing systems - used (or typing, PGlge tuming,qrGlwing,Glnd PGlinting 
• Voice Recognition SoKwGlre 
,. Typing tutoriclis 
,. Single switch 'lccess 
,. Foot mouse - (oot oper'lted; one pedClI controls curser, other ped'll controls 
mouse clicking 
~-. , " , , - ' ~,; , 
,. TouchpClds - oper'ltes computer progrClms Clnd comm'lnds 
holders - keeps phone in plClce on hClnd 
,. Pl'Ogl"ClmmClble numbel" stol"Clge 
Wl"iting: 
,. Gl"ip Clids - used to keep wl"iting tool hl"mly in hClnd 
,. Wl"iting cuFFs 
,. Action Cll"m o1"thotic devices 
,. Recol"ding devices FOI" note-tClking 
hClnspo1"tCition in the community mCly include dl"ivin 
ion such CiS buses Clnd tClxiCCIbs. AdClptCitions m 
resources cCln be Found on www.{qit.(qxcounty.gov. 
,. Driver Reh<lbilit<ltion Progr<lms consist of: 
,. Clinicql eV<llu<ltion - testing physicql, visu<ll, <md cognitive <lbility 
,. Driving eV<llu<ltion - on the rOCld testing in em 'lctu<ll dt'iving environment 
using suggesting eqUipment 
,. Vehicle modific<ltion - b<lsed on needs identified during driving process 
,. Driver educCltion - includes pr'lctice Clnd tr'lining in oper'lting vehicle with 
prescribed eqUipment 
,. Fin'll fitting - 'l fin'll review of your driving Clbilities with modified eqUipment 
vqilqble Ad<lptive Equipment: No m<ltter wh<lt type of h<lnsport'ltion is being 
",. 
~ .. : 
fll i / mport'lnt to pr'lctice skills necess'lry in 'l home setting at" oFf public ro'lcls 
\ > 
f possible. The pictures were t'lken From www.de<lnioyce.com. 
,. LocClte CI cycle shop with CI crClFtsmCln who cCln modify your cycle, or 
customize CI new cycle to Fit your speciFic needs Clnd Clbilities 
,. BeFore stClrting CldClptive motorcycling, consider CI motor cycle sClFety 
,. Check for CldditionClI testing Or dt"iving t"~quit"ements 
,. Buy Clnd use CI helmet 
,. StClrt on side t"oClds, Clnd move up to higher speeds Clnd hClftk CIS skills pt"ogt"ess 
Below knee ClmputCltion/injwy: 
,. Add CI heel extension to Clilow chClnging geClt"s 
,. Move shiFtet" to non-ClfFected side 
... ~ ' nt CI second bt"Clke hClnd level' in Cllignment with Front 
K1iktronic shifter close up 
www.amputee-coalition.ol'g 
Al'm amputation/injury: 
:0 Need to choose whether to modify the cycle or- the prosthetic 
'Re-wute the st<:mdal'd brake, thwttle, or- clutch contwls to be 
., ~ nd (within legC1llimits) 
,. At leClst 48 hours before you leClve, cqll the Greyhoulld ADA hotlille 'It 1-
800- 752- 4841 to mClke Cllly llecessClry Clrrqllgemellts 
,. MClke reservCltiolls qnd disClbility ClrrClngemellts Clt leClst 2 weeks before trClvel 
dClte if possible 
,. AmtrClk offers Cl rClii fqre discount to pClssengers with disClbilities who Cqll 
provide written documentCltioll of their disClbility 
,. You cCln contClct AmtrClk by cCllling 1-800-872-7245 or visiting their website 
Clt www.Clmtr<lk.com 
Airpl<lne: 
,. plCln in <ldvClnce to check Clccessibility into plClne, restrooms, Clnd ClvClilqble leg 
room 
,. Ask Clirline in <ldVClnce to provide wheelchClir fot" connecting Rights i 
$ IdentiFy locqtion of seqt in qdvqnce 
$ Be prepqred for steep stqirwqys 
$ Mqy require quick, long strides to climb steps Or qCross gqPS 
Heqlth mqnqgement qnd mqintenqnce: 
Focusing on your dqily routines will help to promote q heqlthy lifestyle. This will qlso 
qid in inoeqsing physicql wellbeing qnd enhqnce qdjustment to liFestyle chqnges, 
$ T;:Jking cqre of the prosthetic deVice 
$ Cleqning qnd mqintenqnce of the device included in dClily routine 
$ Refedo www,'1dvqncedptotheticscentet,com for cleClning Clnd mqintenClnce 
of prosthetic device 
* Cre'lting q b'llqnce telqted to home life, work, leisure, Clnd spirituCllity 
.. ,.:,1,.* Joining loc'll gyms, getting involved in community events, tqking 
e strength 
d less sensitive limb 
',.' ' ! t~onnecting wit 
" '.r :'" J~; .-:'~"";:'" • ",',.. _ __....--.. ~ -..,':or . - .: :.. 
>U~ Us; 0f."B·'1tlle B~~cl>/': www~~mpUtee-co~'lition,otg, 
... ··l '.'_ ": . 
" ,~, ... 
• Developing 'l physiC'll fitness routine 
M'ln'lging shess: 
• Keeping I'egul'll' schedules 
• Rel'lx'ltion techniques 
• Exel'cise 
> Angel' m'lnClgement ci'lsses 
• Fm 'lddition'li shess m'ln'lgement techniques, cont'lct 88th Region'll 
Re'ldiness Comm'lnd www.us.lrc.Cll.my.miIi88thl"Sc m phone1-800-THE-
. ARMY 
> ReFel'to www.Cldvcmcedprotheticscenter.com Fol' well ness 'lnd fitness 
progl''lmm ing 
: ~ ,,> ReFer to www.CldvClncedprotheticscenter.com Fm well ness 'lnd fitn 
Work 
htfp://www.qmpufee-coq/ition.org 
set-up 
-. ': <' .~ (iose parkin~d'~ wbrk~;'ite 
- '. _:~. ~"' ' 0:: 
• Adjust desk height iF wheelch<l ir or scooter is used 
• Proper ergonomic desk <lrr<lngements <lnd tips t<lken From www.osh<l .gov 
• Desk qUick tips: 
• Desk surF<tce should <I I low you to pl<lce the monitor directly in Fl'Ont 
of you, <It le<lst 20 inches <lw<lY 
• Avoid storing items, such <IS <I CPU, under desks 
.. Desks should be <lble to <lccommod<lte <I v<lriety of working postures 
.. M<lke sure m<lteri<lls <lnd equipment <Ire within re<lch in you 
Foreqrms; qdequClte room Far keyboClrd Clnd mouse; Aqt Feet on the 
A oar 
.. Tool use 
.. Grqsping cuffs, grqsping orthoses, ergonomicqlly designed tools, pistol 
grip qttqchments, Foot controls 
.. Lifting items 
.. Portqble mqteriqllift equipment, tqilgqte lifts, hoists 
tqbles, crqnes, hoists, lift cqrts, wheeled cqrts 
,. Lqterql hIes, cqrousel-rotqry Ales, reduc~~ 
,. Sit/stClnd stools, stClnd supports, Clnti-(qtigue mCltting, Clnd rest/stretch 
breClks 
VocCltionClI RehClbilitCltion: 
VocCltionClI RehClbilitCltion eVR) is Cl progrClm designed to Clssist 
individuClls with disClbilities in finding employment Clnd trClining in 
vClrious iob positions Clnd CClreers. This mCly include exploring ClltemCltive 
iob options following ClmputCltion. The following informCltion 
highlights importClnt services provided by VR professionClls in 
collClborCltion with <In OT Or upon referrClI. VR services Gln be obtClined 
through the DepClrtment ofVeterClns Affqirs eDVA) Clt WWW.VbCl.VCl.goV. 
,. VocCltionClI counseling Clnd pl<lnning 
,. RestorCltion - heCllthcClre treCltments to increClse your work . • 
,. job prepClrCltion - includes on-the-iob trClining Clnd ed ~ 
'* Independent living services - mcty include help using community services, 
money mclnctgement ctnd time mctnctgement 
'* Post-secondctty hctining 
'* Relctted civilictn occupcttions For militctty skills Found Clt 
www.O .. NETonline.com 
Eligibility Requirements: 
.. Must hClve I"eceived Cl dischClrge othel" thCln dishonorctble 
'* HClve Cl service connected disClbility I"Clting of ctt leClst 10% 
.. Submit Cl completed ClpplicCltion For VR Clnd employment servi~es 
Return to Active Duty 
It is impot1:Clnt to employ Cl t"eCllistic decision-mClking pwcess t"egClt"ding t"etum to 
Clctive duty following ClmputCltion .:tnd t"eceivClI of pwsthetic, which should 
include considet"Cltion offcJmily membet"s. The following pwvides necessqt"y 
steps to be followed if t"etum to duty is Cl t"eCllity fot" you Clnd yout" situCltion. 
This infmmqtion WClS tClken hom www.qmputee-co<llition.mg. 
hClt"Clctet"istics tt"Clits of militClt"y pet"sonnel who hClve Cln ClmputCltion who seek 
mClin on Clctive duty: 
''1"'"'''''' individu<ll motivCltion rm continued militClt"y set"Vice 
to meet MOS stClndClt"ds 
UppOt1: fwm close fcJmily Clnd rt"iends 
" ", 
highly vCllued militClt"y specific skills 
OS t"elClted needs thClt set"vice 
,. Iniured soldiers 'lre assigned or 'ltt'lched to a Medic'll Holding (omp'lny 
(MHO. 
,. This is the link between your doctors 'lnd health proFessionals, 'lnd the 
physiC'll Evaluation BO'lrd Li'lison Officer (PEBLO) . 
,. Next, the Tr'lnsition office prep'lres discharge documentation which is 
required For the soldier to receive Veter'lns Administration beneFits. 
,. Soldiers with signiFicqnt limb loss must be evalu'lted by 'l Medicql Evalu'ltion 
Board (MEB), which decides iFthe soldier meets medic'll st'lnd'lrds. The MEB 
m'ly decide that the soldier be reFerred to the physical Evalu'ltion Board (PEB). 
,. The PEB determines iFthe soldier is physically Fit Or unFit (or continued 
n. iniured soldier who is cle'lred (or 'lctive duty will h'lve 'lddition 
.r·, 
bt~5<.o( rehabilitation to 'lchieve higher levels o( (unction. 
Relqted Terms 
- Activities of dClily living (ADLs) - Clctivities thClt Focus on tClking cqre of oneselF 
- AdClptive Equipment - Clny equipment or device used to modifY individuCll 's 
perFormClnce in vClrious occupCltions Clnd promote independence 
,. Assistive Technology (AT) - Clny device, service, strCltegy, Clnd prClctice thClt 
compensCltes For the loss of Function to increClse independence 
~ 
~ ' BClttle Buddy - receiving ClssistClnce From Cl Fellow soldier 
~". ~ . 
. ~Clny (MHC) - where soldi 
* Phcmtom P'lin - p'lin experience in 'l limb th'lt no longer exists FollOWing 'In 
'lmput'ltion 
* ph'lntom Sens'ltion - Feeling 'l nd sens'ltion present in 'In 'lmput'lted extremity 
* physic'll EV'llu'ltion BO'lrd (PEB) - the milit'lry bO'lrd th'lt determines if 'l soldier 
is fit Or unfit Fot" continued milit'lt"y sel-vice 
* P!'"Osthetic - 'In 'It"tifici'lilimb used to t"epl'lce 'l pt"evious 'lmput'lted limb 
* Tr'lnsition office - pt"ep'lres necess'lt"y document'ltion to qchieve 'lssist'lnce (!'"Om 
vetet"'lns 'ldministr'ltion 
Additionq( Resource lnformqtion 
www.m'lyociinic.OI"g 
* The purpose of the website it to provic\e hecdth inFOI"m'ltion, new 
'lc\v'lnces, 'lnc\ set-vices oFFerec\ 'lt the M'lyo Clinic. 
,. Ac\c\ition'll p'ltient ec\u('ltion h'lnc\outs 
,. Reh'lbilit'ltion After Vpper-Extremity Amput'ltion 
www.'lmputee-co'llition.OI"g 
* The gO'll oFthis website is to ec\uc'lte, support, 'lnc\ provic\e 'lc\vocqcy 
FOI" inc\ivic\u'lls with limb 1055. There 'lre numerous links on this we 
to provic\e resources reg'lrc\ing physic'll, emotion'll, technolog " 
'lny other issues experiencec\ by 'lmputees. Also, the webs 
fu:;\ 
J ,.',-·".~ online support groups sponsOl"ec\ by the N'ltion'll Peer 
' I founc\'ltion with progr'lms 'l 
www.wramc.ame~~.army.mil 
,. The official site for Wqlter Reed Army Me~ical Center. It provides a 
description of services avqilable at the facility. 
,. Offers a han~book for families of woun~ed sol~ers title~ Our Hero 
Han~book. Included in the han~book, is an excellent question ,m~ 
,mswer section regal'"ding the military process following injury. 
www.va.gov 
,. The Department of Veteran Affairs main website. Specifically use to 
locate a VA facility in your al'"ea . 
www.usarc.army.miIi88thrsc 01" phone 1-800-THE-ARMY 
Army information line 1-800-833-6622 
,. Provides information links for sol~iers, families, an~ empl 
. "'. involved in the militarv . 
• t • I t.; . __ 
Summqty 
This informCltion will help meet your needs in your 
rehClbilitCltive process Clnd to return to work Clnd life. The 
gOClI is for you to become ClwClre of situCltions orissues thClt 
typicCllly Clrise with the use of Cl prosthetic in your unique 
role of Cl soldier. AgClin, direct Clny CldditionClI questions to , 
Clny individuClI of your treCltment teClm ClS well ClS usin , 
~?ource list previously mentioned in this gUide. C; 
I r ~_~ 
.,. 
.. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
With the growing number of U.S. military soldiers discharged following injury, it 
is imperative that healthcare providers and rehabilitation professionals direct them to 
relevant resources to assist the recovery process. The purpose of the scholarly project was 
to determine areas of daily life affecting the target population that are not being 
sufficiently addressed. Current research and literature illustrates an abundance of 
resources and information related to the psychological components, activities of daily 
living, prosthetic management and maintenance, and stump care, all affecting individuals 
with amputation. A significant amount of the available resources are intended for 
civilians. In addition, the current Global War on Terrorism has identified an increase in 
injuries resulting in amputation due use of body armor and improved military strategies 
(Peake, 2005). Consequentially, there is a need for increased efforts focused on the target 
population and the rehabilitation process. 
While the current literature is important to the rehabilitation process, the unique 
roles and routines of today' s soldier entail further components relating to performance in 
meaningful occupations. Through an extensive literature review process, it was identified 
that information related to IADLs, work, and return to active duty following amputation 
was insufficient. As a result, these areas were highlighted in the included product Life 
after War. 
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Occupational Therapists (OTs) play an important role in rehabilitation for the vast 
number of returning soldiers utilizing prosthetics. According to the Carl R. Darnall Army 
Medical Center website, OTs' role, in addition to traditional therapy services, includes 
screening and evalution, diagnosis of injuries, ordering x-rays, and prescribing temporary 
medications. 
A potential limitation for this project involves the difficulty in obtaining current 
resources and information regarding today's military soldier following amputation and 
receival of prosthetic. Due to the distinctive and ongoing Global War on Terror, research 
related to the specific target population is limited. Another limitation is the minimal 
literature related to OT and beneficial interventions for the target population. Lastly, the 
complexity of the Veteran's Affairs and healthcare system for soldiers impacted the 
structure and organization of the product's content. In consideration of the potential 
project limitations described, future research and development could involve practice 
guidelines for OTs serving the military population. Further research could also include 
the examination of outcomes measures found at military rehabilitation facilities such as 
Walter Reed Army Medical Center. This would assist OTs in more effectively meeting 
the needs of the soldier population. 
It is intended that the implementation of Life after War will consist of a 
therapeutic partnership between the OT and the client to serve as an adjunctive resource. 
It will supplement additional resources and treatment strategies involved in the 
rehabilitation process for the target population. It is suggested that when presenting the 
information in Life after War OTs will collaborate with the client to identify personal 
goals and realistically evaluate and consider their situation. For example, when analyzing 
22 
the need for adaptive equipment, OTs should involve the client in identifying the 
particular piece of equipment and its pertinence to their lifestyle. It is imperative that the 
OTs will consider consultation or referral to other disciplines such as driving specialists, 
vocational counselors, psychologists, prosthetists, and physical therapists. 
Returning soldiers are faced with a celtain degree of disruption in their lives 
following injury, wherein their habits, roles, and routines are often altered. It is necessary 
to address these aspects in the development of the therapeutic alliance. Life after War is 
an important tool in the communication efforts between the OT and soldier in the road to 
recovery. 
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